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Abstract
Accounting for heterogeneity, as in individual
diversity and psychiatric disorders, can be
challenging when describing the interaction
between culture and the brain. On the one hand,
discussions of neurocultural phenomena require
some population-based reductionism in order to
isolate culturally distinct patterns. On the other
hand, acknowledging heterogeneity within
cultures can provide a richer understanding of the
relationship between culture and the brain. By
taking a systems approach to neurocultural
phenomena, the authors propose a Culture-
Brain-Behavior (CBB) Interaction Model to
account for heterogeneity within neural and
cultural events. In particular, this model
emphasizes the impact social learning and
ecocultural changes can have on modifying brain
and behavior, and describes how diverse
experiences and cognitive abilities may cause
heterogeneity. Finally, the CBB model predicts
how disruptions to these elements may account
for the high rate of cultural variations for many
psychiatric disorders..

Background
Culture is a powerful and dynamic social
phenomenon that profoundly influences most
psychiatric disorders. Many disorders, such as
schizophrenia, depression, and anxiety, exhibit
substantial cross-cultural variations in
presentation.1,2,3,4 The fundamental nature of
disorders and their symptoms also vary across
cultures, and some neuro-cultural variations may
exist as well.5 However, culture is certainly not
the sole factor characterizing psychopathology.
Instead, psychopathology may be a maladjusted
byproduct of a cognitively mediated, multi-level,
and dynamic feedback system between culture,
brain, and behavior.6 While previous models have
described neuro-cultural events, they do not
discuss the mechanisms necessary for
intracultural variability, particularly in terms of
disorder, or for the personal change that makes
clinical therapy possible. The Culture-Brain-
Behavior (CBB) Interaction Model is proposed as
an alternative model that describes mechanisms
of heterogeneity and change, and is specifically
designed to facilitate transcultural psychiatric
research.5

The Need for a Clinical Model
Previous models describe the interaction between brain and culture as
the result of repeating cultural behaviors that have previously been
cognitively mediated. This repetition ultimately leads to neural
changes in a process called 'embraining'.7 Although these processes
play a key role in the formation of neurocultural events, they only
provide a partial account of individual variability and changeability.

Clinical research must additionally consider neurocultural deviations
observed in patient populations compared same-culture controls.
Examining key mechanisms underlying intrapopulation heterogeneity
is useful for understanding culture-brain diversity underlying
psychiatric disorders. Moreover, the ability to alter one's behavior is
central to mental healthcare and, in theory, consequently alter neural
processes as well. Mechanisms underlying this ability to change are
also relevant for understanding neurocultural events in patient
populations and heterogeneity therein.

Heterogeneity of cognitive mediation may account
for some of the diversity observed in the patient
population. The fact that many disorders are
associated with atypical cognition supports this
claim.9 Accordingly, the CBB Model posits that
heterogeneity arises, in part, from cognitive
reinterpretation of observed behavior. This
conclusion adds to the framework of existing
models. Following from this, psychological
therapies, such as cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT), that are highly effective for treating
psychiatric disorders operate on the assumption that
cognitive reinterpretation of behavior can lead to
behavioral change. These therapies rely on
repeated cognitive reinterpretation of existing
behaviors for clinical success. Since the ability to
change has been shown to be possible across the
lifespan,8 the CBB model posits that cognitive
mediation may be reoccurring and can be used to
modify existing behavior much in the way that it
modifies observed behavior. This conclusion
departs from the framework of existing models,
which hold that cognitive mediation occurs prior to
'embraining.'7

Cognitive Mediation

Three Central Tenets
The central tenets of the CBB model can be summarized as
follows:

1.) The ability to change at any time during the lifespan is central
to all organismic levels, including culture, brain, and behavior.
2.) These fluctuating organismic levels create a feedback loop,
informing and changing each other.
3.) Vast individual variations fall along cultural continua of
common behaviors within a defined group.

Each of these tenets emphasizes the flux that all organismic
levels are constantly undergoing. Although embracing the
complexity of organismic phenomena raises difficult questions,
such as how to operationally define culture, it allows for more
nuance when answering these difficult questions.
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The CBB Model identifies cognitive mediation as one
key mechanism underlying intrapopulation
heterogeneity. This cognitive mediation occurs after
exposure to new stimuli but can also be used as a
clinical tool for revaluation of existing behaviors.
Understanding the complex role cognitive mediation
plays in cultural learning and behavioral development
could shed new light on the relationship between
culture, disorder, and the brain. Future cultural-
clinical research may, for example, examine the
relationship between cognitive functioning and
behavioral learning. Through such research,
heterogeneity in neurocultural events and disorders
can begin to be clarified.

CBB Model
Building upon the groundwork of previous models, the CCB Model maintains that, through exposure
to cultural scripts and practiced behaviors, social conventions are learned and the brain changes.
However, unlike other models, the CBB model emphasizes that individuals frequently alter these
scripts as they are integrated through cognitive reinterpretation of observed behaviors.8


